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DISCLAIMER

The opinions expressed in this talk are those of theThe opinions expressed in this talk are those of the
speaker and do not necessarily represent thespeaker and do not necessarily represent the

views of the FCC or any other member of its staff.views of the FCC or any other member of its staff.
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   Outline   Outline
■ Bundling Premium Pay TV Content and

Video Distribution
◆  The US Regulations
◆  Framework for Economic Analysis

■ Video Distribution and Interactive TV
Services

■ Bundling Voice and Video Services
◆  Not Significant Phenomenon in the US
◆  Why not and could this change?
◆  Cable telephony in the US and the UK
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The US Regulations (1)

■ Mandated by 1992 Cable Act
◆ Generally prohibit vertically integrated satellite cable

programmers from discriminating among multichannel
video programming distributors (MVPDs) in price,
terms, conditions of sale

■ Vertically Integrated Satellite Cable Programmers
◆ Program networks commonly owned with cable

television distribution systems
◆ Programming distributed via satellite (channels

delivered terrestrially are exempt)
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The US Regulations (2)

■■ The Rules PermitThe Rules Permit
◆◆ Reasonable requirements for creditworthiness,Reasonable requirements for creditworthiness,

character, technical qualitycharacter, technical quality
◆◆ Differences in price, terms, conditions based onDifferences in price, terms, conditions based on

differences in cost of creation, sale, delivery,differences in cost of creation, sale, delivery,
transmission of satellite cable programmingtransmission of satellite cable programming

◆◆ Differences in price, terms, conditions based on scaleDifferences in price, terms, conditions based on scale
economies, cost savings attributable to number ofeconomies, cost savings attributable to number of
subscribers servedsubscribers served

◆◆ Exclusive contracts under certain circumstancesExclusive contracts under certain circumstances
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The US Regulations (3)
■■ Vertically integrated cable programmers may not signVertically integrated cable programmers may not sign

exclusive contracts or engage in other practices thatexclusive contracts or engage in other practices that
would prevent would prevent MVPDsMVPDs in areas not served by cable from in areas not served by cable from
accessing satellite cable programmingaccessing satellite cable programming

■■ In areas served by cable, exclusive contracts permittedIn areas served by cable, exclusive contracts permitted
only if FCC determines they serve the public interestonly if FCC determines they serve the public interest

◆◆ Public interest criteria include impact on competition in programPublic interest criteria include impact on competition in program
  distribution markets, impact on competition to cable from other distribution markets, impact on competition to cable from other 

technologies, impact on investment in program production, impact ontechnologies, impact on investment in program production, impact on
program diversity, duration of contractprogram diversity, duration of contract

◆◆ Precedent setting casesPrecedent setting cases
▼▼ Court TV (Commission declines to authorize exclusive contract inCourt TV (Commission declines to authorize exclusive contract in

New York area for existing nationally-distributed service)New York area for existing nationally-distributed service)
▼▼ NECN (Commission authorizes temporary exclusive for incipientNECN (Commission authorizes temporary exclusive for incipient

regional news service)regional news service)
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The US Regulations (4)
■■ Exclusivity prohibition was to sunset afterExclusivity prohibition was to sunset after

10 years in the absence of commission10 years in the absence of commission
actionaction

■■ Commission recently extended the rulesCommission recently extended the rules
for 5 more yearsfor 5 more years
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An Analytical Framework for
Assessing Program Access
Regulations

■■ Do vertically integrated cable programmers have theDo vertically integrated cable programmers have the
incentive and the ability to withhold premium pay TVincentive and the ability to withhold premium pay TV
content from rivals?content from rivals?

■■ AbilityAbility
◆◆ Requires market power with respect to some content category (Requires market power with respect to some content category (i.e.,i.e.,

programming with no good substitutes)programming with no good substitutes)
◆◆ Legal capability to restrict distribution (prevent resale to Legal capability to restrict distribution (prevent resale to MVPDsMVPDs from from

which there is a desire to withhold)which there is a desire to withhold)

■■ IncentiveIncentive
◆◆ Would withholding be profitable investment in disadvantaging rivalWould withholding be profitable investment in disadvantaging rival

providers?providers?
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Costs and Benefits of Withholding
■■ Cost (assume strategy is to provide programmingCost (assume strategy is to provide programming

to incumbent cable operators only)to incumbent cable operators only)
◆◆ National distribution retained (well over 90% of US TVHH haveNational distribution retained (well over 90% of US TVHH have

access to cableaccess to cable
◆◆ Loss of subscribers to rival Loss of subscribers to rival MVPDsMVPDs, , e.g.e.g., DBS, DBS

✦✦ Cable is 78% of MVPD market; DBS is 18%Cable is 78% of MVPD market; DBS is 18%
◆◆ But exclusivity means vertically integrated programmer can raiseBut exclusivity means vertically integrated programmer can raise

price to remaining cable distributorsprice to remaining cable distributors

■■ Benefit is weakened competition in MVPDBenefit is weakened competition in MVPD
distributiondistribution

◆◆ More subscribers to commonly owned cable systemsMore subscribers to commonly owned cable systems
◆◆ Higher cable ratesHigher cable rates
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Determinants of Incentives (1)
■■ Are good substitutes available forAre good substitutes available for

programming?programming?
■■ Vertically integrated programmer’s share ofVertically integrated programmer’s share of

national MVPD distributionnational MVPD distribution
◆◆ Share of “benefits” captured by the withholderShare of “benefits” captured by the withholder

■■ Why withhold from non-Cable Why withhold from non-Cable MVPD’sMVPD’s in in
geographic markets where verticallygeographic markets where vertically
integrated MVPD does not have facilities?integrated MVPD does not have facilities?

◆◆ Important if rival has national infrastructure (DBS)Important if rival has national infrastructure (DBS)
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Determinants of Incentives (2)
■■ The Role of Vertical IntegrationThe Role of Vertical Integration

◆◆ Ensures that distributors in geographic marketsEnsures that distributors in geographic markets
where vertically integrated cable programmerwhere vertically integrated cable programmer
does NOT have outlets bear some of the costs ofdoes NOT have outlets bear some of the costs of
withholding (via higher price for carriage chargedwithholding (via higher price for carriage charged
by programmer)by programmer)

◆◆ Without vertical integration, “free rider” problemWithout vertical integration, “free rider” problem
vis-à-vis rival with national infrastructurevis-à-vis rival with national infrastructure

✦✦ All incumbent cable operators would benefitAll incumbent cable operators would benefit
from withholding programming from DBS, butfrom withholding programming from DBS, but
would be unwilling to pay unilaterally for it.would be unwilling to pay unilaterally for it.
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Some Characteristics
of the US Market

■■ Clustering of cable systems AND regionalClustering of cable systems AND regional
programming [developed since 1992 Cable Act]programming [developed since 1992 Cable Act]

■■ Potential to internalize externality—If verticallyPotential to internalize externality—If vertically
integrated cable programmer owns most/allintegrated cable programmer owns most/all
subscribers interested in programming (regionalsubscribers interested in programming (regional
cluster), then it bears all costs but reaps all benefitscluster), then it bears all costs but reaps all benefits
from withholding from in-region rivalfrom withholding from in-region rival

■■ In this case, vertical integration is actually notIn this case, vertical integration is actually not
necessary—so cable operator could avoidnecessary—so cable operator could avoid
application of the rules by divestingapplication of the rules by divesting

■■ BUT utilizing terrestrial distribution (relatively feasibleBUT utilizing terrestrial distribution (relatively feasible
for regional programming) also avoids application offor regional programming) also avoids application of
the rulesthe rules
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Interactive Television Service

■■ FCC has open Notice of InquiryFCC has open Notice of Inquiry
■■ What is “ITV”?What is “ITV”?   A service that supports subscriber-   A service that supports subscriber-

initiated choices or actions related to one or moreinitiated choices or actions related to one or more
programming streams, programming streams, e.g.e.g.

◆◆ Integration of video and dataIntegration of video and data
◆◆ Real-time interaction with other viewers “t-commerce”Real-time interaction with other viewers “t-commerce”

■■ Building Blocks of ITV ServiceBuilding Blocks of ITV Service
◆◆ Video pipeline, Video pipeline, e.g.e.g., an MPEG video stream, an MPEG video stream
◆◆ IP Connection (high-speed, at least on a going forward basis)IP Connection (high-speed, at least on a going forward basis)
◆◆ ITV-enabled set-top boxITV-enabled set-top box
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Notice of Inquiry IssuesNotice of Inquiry Issues
■■ Does any delivery platform have a substantial advantageDoes any delivery platform have a substantial advantage

in delivering ITV (in delivering ITV (i.e.i.e., potential market power)?, potential market power)?
■■ Would MVPD offering ITV service have the incentive andWould MVPD offering ITV service have the incentive and

the ability to discriminate against unaffiliated ITV servicethe ability to discriminate against unaffiliated ITV service
providers?providers?

◆◆ Is vertical integration an important determinant of the answer?Is vertical integration an important determinant of the answer?

■■ Would the public interest be served by aWould the public interest be served by a
nondiscrimination requirement imposed on any MVPDnondiscrimination requirement imposed on any MVPD
with a substantial advantage in delivery?with a substantial advantage in delivery?

■■ Legal Issues:  FCC jurisdiction and authorityLegal Issues:  FCC jurisdiction and authority
◆◆ Regulatory Classification of ITV—cable service, telecom service?Regulatory Classification of ITV—cable service, telecom service?
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Bundling Voice and Video ServicesBundling Voice and Video Services
! Not a significant phenomenon in the US at this point
! Bundling Theory Mostly Addresses Products that are
complements in demand

▼Voice and video (and broadband) are not
currently complements

! If Interactive TV service becomes important, video
and broadband could be complements

▼ MPEG video downstream could have ITV
    triggers embedded
▼ Response to triggers (transmitted via Internet
    connection) could prompt download via
    broadband of related content

! Unclear if voice is a complement to video
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Bundling and ConvergenceBundling and Convergence
■■ Assume convergence means switch to a singleAssume convergence means switch to a single

packet-switched broadband distribution pathpacket-switched broadband distribution path
◆◆ Voice, video, data are applications running on IP broadbandVoice, video, data are applications running on IP broadband

distribution platformdistribution platform

■■ Premium content could be bundled exclusivelyPremium content could be bundled exclusively
with a particular broadband networkwith a particular broadband network

■■ Could market power in distribution be used toCould market power in distribution be used to
disadvantage unaffiliated applications viadisadvantage unaffiliated applications via
selective degradation of transmission quality?selective degradation of transmission quality?
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Scope Economies Can Reduce
Unit Production Cost
■■ Provision of multiple services over commonProvision of multiple services over common

facilities can reduce costfacilities can reduce cost
◆◆ Complementary services such as voice and caller IDComplementary services such as voice and caller ID
◆◆ Services that are not complements, such as voice and videoServices that are not complements, such as voice and video

■■ Other sources of cost savingsOther sources of cost savings
◆◆ Marketing/Customer Acquisition costsMarketing/Customer Acquisition costs
◆◆ BillingBilling
◆◆ Maintenance/InstallationMaintenance/Installation
◆◆ Reduction of “Churn”Reduction of “Churn”
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More on Cost Reductions
■■ How important are common facilities,How important are common facilities,

integration for cost savingsintegration for cost savings
◆◆ Marketing/billing savings could be realized contractuallyMarketing/billing savings could be realized contractually

✦✦ Joint sales of DSL, DBS in the US [not substantialJoint sales of DSL, DBS in the US [not substantial
currently]currently]

◆◆ Maintenance/Installation savings could be realizedMaintenance/Installation savings could be realized
contractuallycontractually

✦✦ Training personnel to service both DSL and DBS couldTraining personnel to service both DSL and DBS could
be costlybe costly

✦✦ Trend to self-installation of DSLTrend to self-installation of DSL
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Even More on Cost Reductions

■■ UK Case highlights importance ofUK Case highlights importance of
construction cost savings—coax and copperconstruction cost savings—coax and copper
wire deployed simultaneously in conduitwire deployed simultaneously in conduit

■■ Examples of Integrated Voice/Video FacilitiesExamples of Integrated Voice/Video Facilities
◆◆ Cox Cable, ATT, RCN in USCox Cable, ATT, RCN in US
◆◆ Optus in AustraliaOptus in Australia
◆◆ Note importance of emergency powerNote importance of emergency power
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Cable Telephony and Broadband in
the United States
Cable Telephony and Broadband in
the United States
■■ Cable Telephony Offerings are LimitedCable Telephony Offerings are Limited

◆◆ Three Significant Providers—ATT, Cox, RCNThree Significant Providers—ATT, Cox, RCN
✦✦ Common cable facilities for cable Common cable facilities for cable tvtv/telephony/broadband/telephony/broadband
✦✦ RCN is an RCN is an overbuilderoverbuilder

◆◆ Circuit Switched ServiceCircuit Switched Service
◆◆ Many Cable Operators Apparently Waiting for VOIP Technology ToMany Cable Operators Apparently Waiting for VOIP Technology To

Develop FurtherDevelop Further
■■ Cable is the Leading Broadband Delivery Platform in theCable is the Leading Broadband Delivery Platform in the

US TodayUS Today
■■ Telephony Offered Standalone and as a BundleTelephony Offered Standalone and as a Bundle
■■ Offering Discounted Package of Voice/Video/BroadbandOffering Discounted Package of Voice/Video/Broadband

Reduces ChurnReduces Churn
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US Cable StatisticsUS Cable Statistics
■■ Total HouseholdsTotal Households   107.7 million107.7 million
■■ Total Television HouseholdsTotal Television Households   105.4 million105.4 million
■■ Homes Passed by Cable            Homes Passed by Cable            98.6 million98.6 million
■■ Basic Cable SubscribersBasic Cable Subscribers     73.1 million73.1 million
■■ Cable Telephony SubscribersCable Telephony Subscribers     1.7 million*1.7 million*
■■ Cable Modem Subscribers         Cable Modem Subscribers         7.2 million7.2 million
■■ Homes Passed by Modem Service  Homes Passed by Modem Service  70.0 million70.0 million

*Includes 0.2 million RCN subscribers added in to figures from NCTA. Data are for 31 December*Includes 0.2 million RCN subscribers added in to figures from NCTA. Data are for 31 December
2001 except total TVHH and cable subscribers, which are February 2002, and total HH, which is2001 except total TVHH and cable subscribers, which are February 2002, and total HH, which is
November 2001.  All data but RCN subscribers are from NCTA. Data unavailable on how manyNovember 2001.  All data but RCN subscribers are from NCTA. Data unavailable on how many
telephony subscribers also take video service.telephony subscribers also take video service.
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US Broadband Statistics
(31 March 2002)

US Broadband Statistics
(31 March 2002)

■■ DSL (residential)DSL (residential) 3.9 million3.9 million
■■ Cable ModemCable Modem 8.1 million8.1 million
■■ OtherOther 0.2 million0.2 million
■■ TotalTotal                   12.2 million12.2 million

Source:  Cable Source:  Cable DatacomDatacom News News
Notes:  (1) Data unavailable on how many modem subscribers also take video service. (2)  McKinsey/JP
Morgan study shows that in Q1/00, 33% of US HH had access to both DSL and Cable Modem, 38% cable
only, 10% DSL only, and 19% no provider.
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Cable Telephony Business
Model/Technology Considerations
Cable Telephony Business
Model/Technology Considerations

■■ High Cost of Dedicated Circuit SwitchedHigh Cost of Dedicated Circuit Switched
InfrastructureInfrastructure

◆◆ Cost of power for emergency operationCost of power for emergency operation
◆◆ Many operators apparently waiting to deploy voice over IPMany operators apparently waiting to deploy voice over IP

■■ Voice Over IPVoice Over IP
◆◆ Use of common broadband infrastructure (packet-switched)Use of common broadband infrastructure (packet-switched)

will cut cost of “local loop”will cut cost of “local loop”
◆◆ Quality of Service (QOS) issues may require dedicatedQuality of Service (QOS) issues may require dedicated

backbonebackbone
◆◆ Power IssuesPower Issues
◆◆ Today marketed as “second line” service by someToday marketed as “second line” service by some
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The UK Experience is Different (1)The UK Experience is Different (1)
■■ Total Television HouseholdsTotal Television Households 24.4 million24.4 million
■■ Homes Passed by Cable Homes Passed by Cable 12.5 million12.5 million
■■ Cable TV SubscribersCable TV Subscribers     3.5 million3.5 million
■■ Cable Telephony*Cable Telephony* 4.3 million4.3 million
■■ Cable TV or TelephonyCable TV or Telephony     4.5 million4.5 million
■■ Cable ModemCable Modem     0.3 million0.3 million

Source: Independent Television Commission
Data are for 1 April 2002; cable telephony is available to all homes passed
 *Figure is for residential lines (some HH’s may have more than one) Cable infrastructure also provides 0.9
million business lines
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The UK Experience is Different (2)The UK Experience is Different (2)
■■ Two Firms—NTL and Two Firms—NTL and TelewestTelewest—account for virtually all—account for virtually all

cable service in the UKcable service in the UK
■■ Facilities are twisted copper wire installed alongsideFacilities are twisted copper wire installed alongside

coaxial cablecoaxial cable
◆◆ Construction economiesConstruction economies

■■ In both cases 70% or more of subscribers take two orIn both cases 70% or more of subscribers take two or
three services (cable three services (cable tvtv, telephony, cable modem), telephony, cable modem)

■■ Most of these are cable Most of these are cable tvtv/telephony combinations/telephony combinations
■■ Cable Telephony accounts for 18.3 percent of totalCable Telephony accounts for 18.3 percent of total

residential linesresidential lines
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Conclusion (1)Conclusion (1)
■■ In the US vertically integrated cable programmers mayIn the US vertically integrated cable programmers may

have incentive and ability to withhold their premiumhave incentive and ability to withhold their premium
content from rival distributors, DBS in particular, in ordercontent from rival distributors, DBS in particular, in order
to leverage market power in content into the distributionto leverage market power in content into the distribution
market.market.

■■ The jury is still out on whether cable operators (or otherThe jury is still out on whether cable operators (or other
distributors) have incentive and ability to leverage marketdistributors) have incentive and ability to leverage market
power in distribution into the (developing) market forpower in distribution into the (developing) market for
interactive television servicesinteractive television services

■■ Bundling of voice and video service is not a significantBundling of voice and video service is not a significant
phenomenon in the US at this pointphenomenon in the US at this point

■■ Prospects for leverage appear stronger when theProspects for leverage appear stronger when the
products are complements in demandproducts are complements in demand
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Conclusion (2)Conclusion (2)
■■ Convergence will bring us to a world ofConvergence will bring us to a world of

broadband connections over which voice, video,broadband connections over which voice, video,
and data services run as applicationsand data services run as applications

■■ Then all applications will be complementary toThen all applications will be complementary to
distribution networksdistribution networks

◆◆ Withholding premium content to promote an affiliated distributionWithholding premium content to promote an affiliated distribution
system could be profitablesystem could be profitable

◆◆ Using market power in distribution to promote an affiliatedUsing market power in distribution to promote an affiliated
application would require selective transmission qualityapplication would require selective transmission quality
degradationdegradation
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For More Information
About the FCC go to:
For More Information
About the FCC go to:

■■ www.fcc.govwww.fcc.gov
■■ Communications Act of 1934Communications Act of 1934

◆◆ http://www.fcc.gov/Reports/1934new.pdfhttp://www.fcc.gov/Reports/1934new.pdf

■■ Code of Federal RegulationsCode of Federal Regulations
(Telecommunications Title 47)(Telecommunications Title 47)

◆◆ http://http://wireless.fcc.gov/rules.htmlwireless.fcc.gov/rules.html


